Faster, More Effective FMEA Projects

- **100% web-based FMEA system** - no software purchase, installation or support required
- **Real-time, remote collaboration** from anywhere, at any time
- **Unlimited projects** on a standardized, enterprise-class platform
- **Remote Project Consults** help keep your projects on track and moving forward

### Rapid Process Definition

- Simple, easy-to-understand process view
- Easily create an unlimited number of Steps and Substeps
- Instantly view the failure modes for any part of the process

### Automated Prioritization

- Failure modes sorted and ordered by Hazard Score
- Color-coded “zones” indicate most critical failure modes
- Quick view of failure modes needing actions or further analysis

### Process Risk Summary

- Quickly view the most vulnerable areas of a high-risk process
- Assess which process steps contain the most critical failure modes
- Set “Baseline Hazard Score” to indicate FMs needing action

### Action-focused Solution

- Action Plan generated automatically for each project
- Action assignments and dates ensure accountability
- Tracking Action status and dates ensures project effectiveness

Contact QI Path to request an online demonstration: fmeainfo@qipath.com